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We will be concerned in this paper with the structure of the “even Clifford 
algebras” for algebras with involution of type D, which were introduced by 
Jacobson in [7]. If (2X, J) is a central simple associative algebra with involution 
(of the first kind) of type D, then we view 9I as the endomorphism ring of 
a finite dimensional right vector space over a division ring, and J as the 
adjoint in 9I arising from a nondegenerate hermitian formf. We then think 
of the even Clifford algebra corresponding to (‘?I, J) as an even Clifford 
algebra for f. In Section 2.2 we determine the structure of the even Clifford 
algebra corresponding to a hermitian form (of type D) of maximal Witt index 
in an even number of variables. Using this, we give a simple criterion, in 
terms off, for the simplicity of the even Clifford algebra. Finally, as an 
application of the techniques which we use, we give a short proof of the fact 
that every hermitian form (of type D) over the real quaternions, has maximal 
Witt index, and in the case of an even number of variables, is of type DI . 
Throughout this paper all fields will have characteristic f 2. 
1 .l Let ‘%I be a central simple associative algebra over the field k. If 
2l=A&k, is the Artin-Wedderburn decomposition of ‘$I, then we 
identify ‘?I with the k-algebra of all d-linear endomorphisms of an m-dimen- 
sional right vector space E, over the division algebra d. We will suppose that 
d (hence also ‘$I) is involutorial, so that A2 N 1 in the Brauer group over k. 
The possibility d = k will be allowed, but in this case we tacitly assume 
that m is even. 
Let - be a fixed involution in A/k. A -sesquilinear form on E is a bilinear 
mapping f : E x E -+ A which is linear in the second variable and -linear 
in the first. f is called hermitian or skew hermitian according as one has 
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Let f be a nondegenerate sesquilinear form on E. It is well known that f 
determines an antiautomorphism J in ‘Ql which is characterized by the 
equation f  (XT, y) = f (x, y  TJ) for all X, y  E E, T E ‘3. I f  f is either hermitian 
or skew hermitian then J is of order 2, i.e., is involutorial. Conversely, we 
have (Proposition 1 of [4]). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Cu = Hom,(E, E), where E is a Jinite dimensional 
right vector space over the invobtorial central division algebra A/k, and let - be 
any involution in A/k. If J is any involution a/k, then J is the adjoint mapping 
relative to some nondegenerate -hermitian or -skew hermitian form on E. 
Moreover, such a form is determined uniquely to within a multiple in k*. 
I f  [‘?I : k] = n2, then it is known that [a(‘%, J) : k] = &z(n + 1) or 
&(n - 1) where e(‘%, J)is the Lie algebra of all J-skew elements of ‘% (extend 
the base field). Accordingly, we say that (‘%, J) is of type C or type D (type 2 
or type 1 in the notation of [9]). I f  J is the adjoint with respect to f, a -her- 
mitian form or a -skew form, then it is known that (a?[, J) is of type D if 
and only if - is of type D and f is hermitian or if - is of type C and f is 
skew ([4l Theorem 1). We will also say that f itself is of type C or type D with 
the obvious meaning. 
From now on we assume that - is an involution of type D in A/k and that 
all sesquilinear forms which appear will be -hermitian. 
1.2 Let [A : k] = r2, so that n = mr. It is known that every subfield of 
A/k has dimension at most r over k, and that there exists separable subfields 
whose dimension is precisely r ([I] p. 57). A subfield having this dimension 
is called maximal and in the above reference it is shown that if P is a maximal 
subfield of A/k, then A, = A ol, P is a matrix algebra over P. In the present 
context this can be seen as follows: equip E with a right vector space structure 
over PC A by restriction of scalars, and write E/P and E/A in order to 
distinguish between the two structures. If  W is a subspace of E/A, then W 
is a subspace of E/P, and we have [W/P : P] = r[W: A]. In particular 
[E/P : P] = rm. E/P becomes an A,-module if we set e . a @p = eap, 
e E E, a E A p E P. By comparing dimensionalities, we see that the associated 
representation yields an isomorphism between ‘up and End,EIP, which we 
take as an identification (consistant with the original action of 2l on E/A). 
Let f be a nondegenerate -hermitian form on E/A and let J be the corre- 
sponding adjoint. We also let J denote the involution J @ 1 in A, . By 
proposition 1 there is an (essentially unique) quadratic form on E/P having 
this involution as its adjoint. We will let fp represent such a quadratic form 
on E/P. 
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PROPOSITION 2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) there is an x f  0 in E with f(x, x) = 0. 
(ii) there is a T f  0 in e(%, J) h w ose minimal polynomial is divisible 
byX- 1. 
Pyoof. (i) 3 (ii). Let x be a nonzero element of E with f(x, x) = 0. 
Then there is a y  E E with f( y, y) = 0 and f(x, y) = 1. Let T be the en- 
domorphism of E defined by x ++ xf(y, 2) - yf(x, x). A simple check shows 
that T is skew, and clearly XT = x. It is well known that this implies the 
stated divisibility. 
(ii) > (i). Since the minimal polynomial of T is divisible by X - 1 it 
follows that there is an x # 0 E E with XT = x. Since T is f-skew it follows 
that f  (x, x) = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. [f W is a totally isotropic subspace of E/A, then W/P is 
a totally isotropic subspace of E/P (with respect to fp). In particular, ind fp 3 
r indf, ind. denoting the Witt index. 
Proof. For w E W, the proof of the first part of the proposition shows 
that there is an f-skew endomorphism T of E/A with wT = w. Since T, 
acting in E/P, is fp-skew and fixes w, it follows as above that w is f,-isotropic. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let W be a subspace of E/A. Then WJ-f/P = (W/P)‘f, . 
Proof. Since both spaces have the same dimension, it suffices to show 
that the first is a subspace of the second. To this end let w E W and let 
y  E Wlf. 
Case 1. w and y  are isotropic. Then w, y, and w + y  are f-isotropic 
and hence by the preceding corollary, they are fp-isotropic. Thus w and y  
are f,-orthogonal. 
Case 2. At least one of w and y  is anisotropic. By symmetry we consider 
only the case f(w, w) # 0. Let T be the transformation in E/A defined by 
z ~ydf(w, x) - wdf(y, z) where df(w, w) = 1. We again observe that T 
is f-skew and we compute wT = y. Viewing T as an fp-skew endomorphism 
ofE/P,weseethatO =f,(wT,w) =fp(y, ) w , so again w and y  are orthogonal. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Let W be a subspace of E/A. Then f  / W is nondegenerate 
if and only if fp 1 W/P is nondegenerate. 
COROLLARY 2. Let W be a subspace of E/A. Then W is totally isotropic 
if and only if W/P is totally isotropic (with respect to fp). 
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Observe that if P/k is a Galois extension then the last two propositions 
and their corollaries are trivial since in this situation there is an explicit 
formula forf in terms of fp ([4], Sections 2.1, 2.2). 
We shall make a small digression at this point in order to state a conjecture 
and to discuss one of its consequences. 
Conjecture A. Let f be a nondegenerate -hermitian form of type D 
on E, E a right vector space over the involutorial division algebra d with 
[E : d] > 2. Then f has positive Witt index if and only if fp has positive 
Witt index for all maximal (separable) subfields of 4. 
Now let k be a finite algebraic number field and let f be an nondegenerate 
-hermitian form on E/A. Let p be a prime on k and suppose that (a, Jk, 
has positive Witt index i.e., using proposition 1 the involution J @ 1 in ‘?& 
arises from either a hermitian or quadratic form, and we are assuming tha”t 
this form represents 0 nontrivially. Let P be a maximal subfield of A, and 
let p also denote an extension of p (on k) to P so we can identify k, with the 
completion of k in P, . If k, = P, , then 9I is split by k, and J @ 1 is the 
adjoint relative to fpD , the lift of fp to (E/P)p, . Thus fpp has positive Witt 
index. 
If P, # k, then since 21p, = (rU,,),t, , it follows from our assumption 
that fp, has positive Witt index. Thus our conjecture would give a simple 
proof of the Hasse Principle for Forms of Type D: 
Let A be an involutorial central division algebra over the finite algebraic 
number field k, E a j?nite dimensional right vector space over A, - an involution 
of type D in A/k, and f a nondegenerate -hermitian form on E. If f, = fk, 
represents 0 for all primes p on k and sf E is at least three dimensional, then f 
represents 0. 
1.3 Let P/k be a maximal separable subfield of A/k and let L/k be finite 
dimensional Galois with L 1 P and where fL , the lift of fp to a nondegenerate 
quadratic form on V = (E/P)L , has maximal Witt index. VI is a k-algebra 
form of EndLV and we again let J (the adjoint with respect of f  ) denote 
the involution J @ 1 in 2& = End=V. It is clear that J is then the adjoint 
with respect to fL . Let G = gal(L/k), and for s E G let q(s) be the s-linear 
automorphism 1 @ s in EndL V = ‘% Ok L. It is well known that q(s) has 
the form T t+ t(s)-‘Tt(s) where t(s) is an s-linear endomorphism of V. Since 
v(s) commutes with J we see that t(s) is an s-similarity of fL , with ratio say, 
y(s)(fL(vt(s)) = y(s) fL(v)“, for all v E V). T(sh) = v(s) 7(h) for all s, h E G, 
so we have t(s) t(h) = t(sh) 6(s, h), where S(s, h) EL*. One easily sees that 
(s, h) H S(s, h) is a 2-cocycle of G in L*, and that the corresponding cohomo- 
logy class in H2(G, L*) is the class corresponding to A/k as an element of the 
Brauer group over k split by L. By applying fL(-) to the defining relation for 
8(s, h) we see that S2(s, h) = r(sh)-l ye y(h). 
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If W is a subspace of E/A then we will use the notation W, for the subspace 
(W/& of V. It is clear that the corollary to Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 
together with its corollaries are true if we replace (E/P, fp) by (V, f’). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let M be a subspace of V. Then M has the form W, , W 
a subspace of E/A, if and only if M is invariant under every t(s). 
Proof. One direction is trivial, for if W is a subspace of E/A, then there 
is a T E 2I with kernel T = W. It is easy to see that if we view T E ‘$I C !& , 
that kernel T = W, . However, since T E ‘u, T commutes with every t(s) so 
Wht(s) C kernel T = W, . 
Conversely, let M be a subspace of V satisfying the above condition. Let 3 
be the left ideal of End,V of all endomorphisms with range a subspace of M. 
Our hypothesis implies that 3 is invariant under every T(S) and this implies 
that 3 = 5 Ok L, where 5 is a left ideal of ‘5 Let W be the subspace of 
E/A spanned by {ET / T E 3}. It is clear that W, C M, and a calculation of 
their respective dimensions shows that they are equal. Q.E.D. 
1.4 THEOREM 1. Let A/k be a central division algebra, and - an involution 
of type D in A/k. Let E be a 2d-dimensional right vector space over A, and let 
g(x, y) be a nondegenerate -hermitian form on E of maximal Witt index 
(viz., d), and let K be the adjoint mapping in ‘% = End, E corresponding to g. 
Let J be any involution of type D in 91/k. Then J has the form T -+ ATKA-l 
where A E Cu is nonsingular K-symmetric. Moreover, if (x1 ,..., xZd) is a basis 
for E/A with g(xi , xi) = (-l)i S(i, j), S(i, j) the Kronecker delta, then J is 
the adjoint mapping relative to a nondegenerate -hermitian form on E whose 
matrix relative to (x1 ,..., xZd) is 
I 
-1 
1 *.. 1 A -1 1 
where A is the matrix of A in the basis (x1 , . . . . xZd). 
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 1, TJ = ATKA-l where AK = EA 
with E = 1 or -1. 
Define f  : E x E + A by f(x, y) = g(x, yA). Then f  is nondegenerate, 
-sesquilinear and hermitian or skew hermitian depending on whether 
E = 1 or -1. Since J and - are both of type D, ([4] theorem 1) shows that 
necessarily E = 1 (it is clear that J is the adjoint with respect to f  ). 
Finally suppose that (xi ,..., x.& is a basis of the indicated type, and write 
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xjA = Zkx,,, , ski E A. Then f(xi , x~) = g(xi , xjA) = Z;, g(x, , xle) aKi = 
(-l)i olij as desired. Q.E.D. 
Recall that there is a polynomial mapping N : %!I -+ K which is multi- 
plicative and homogeneous of degree n = nrr, called the generic norm on ‘II. 
I f  F/k is a splitting field for ‘$I, then N is just the usual det restricted to 
‘2l@ 1 C 21UF. Also one has N(a) = N( a ‘) ‘f i x ti X’ is either an automorphism 
or an antiautomorphism. Using these results it is easy to see that if f  is a 
sesquilinear form on E/A, S? a basis for E and F the matrix off relative to 
this basis, then the coset of N(F) in k*/k *2 is independent of the choice of 
basis. We let d(f) denote this coset and we let d(f) denote a representative 
for d(f). d(f) is called the discriminant off. I f  F is an extension of k, then 
we have the abvious mapping k*/k*2 + F*/F*2, which we denote by x H x, . 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a 2d-dimensional vector space over the central division 
algebra A/k, - an involution of type D in A/k, andf a nondegenerate -hermitian 
form on E. Let P/k be a maximal subjield of A/k. Then d( fp) = d( f  ),, . 
Proof. Let g be a nondegenerate -hermitian form on E of maximal 
Witt index, K its corresponding adjoint in End, E = 5X If J is the adjoint 
associated to f,  then by the previous result we have TJ = ATKA-l, where A is 
K-symmetric and also that J is the adjoint mapping with respect to g(x, yA). 
By the uniqueness assertion of Proposition 1 there is a h E k* with f(x, y) = 
hg(x, yA). Taking a basis for E as in the statement of the previous theorem 
we compute N( f  (xi, xi)) = (h*“‘)2N(A) since r is even. Thus d( f  )p = 
N(A) P*2. 
By the corollary to proposition 2, g, again has maximal Witt index. We 
observe that if K denotes the involution K @ 1 in 211p, then TJ = ATKA-l 
for all T in ‘& . By analogy with the argument of the preceding paragraph 
we see that d( fp) = det(A) Pr2, and we have previously remarked that 
N(A) = det(A). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Under the above assumptions, let F be an extension of k with 
F 3 P and where fF has maximal Witt index. Then k(d( f )lj2) CF. 
2.1 Let 2 = 2(V) be the tensor algebra on V, and let 3 be the ideal 
generated by {v @ v  - fL(v) / w E V}. 3 is generated by even elements so 
the factor algebra, which is denoted by Ct(fL), has an even-odd gradation. 
6+( fL) will denote the subalgebra of all even elements and 6:-( fL) the 
subspace of odd elements. CL(fJ ’ k is nown as the Clifford algebra of fL and 
6+( fL) as the even Clifford algebra. The exchange involution, 
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in Z leaves 3 stable and hence induces an involution L in Q = K(fL). 
K+ = K+(fL) is clearly stable under L. The structure of 0. and K+ are well 
known ([6]). I f  6 is a minimal right ideal (space of spinors), then the restriction 
of the right regular representation (the spinor representation) to 6 is ab- 
solutely irreducible, so K is a total matrix algebra. As a &+-module, G 
decomposes into the direct sum of two absolutely irreducible representations 
of the same dimension, so a+ is the (ideal) direct sum of two matrix algebras 
of the same degree. We will write 6 +==&+@K,+.EachofQ,+,i= 1,2is 
stable under L. 
An s-similarity U of fL of ratio y(s E G) determines an s-linear auto- 
morphism p of (%+([11]), which is defined as the mapping induced on (5’ 
by the s-linear automorphism x1 @ a*. @ x,~ ++ y-j(xrU) @ a** @ (xzjU) of 
2+(V). From the preceding discussion we see that the center of K+ is a 
2-dimensional diagonal algebra, and it follows from this that p permutes 
the set of idempotents in c(fL), the center of O+. U is called proper or 
improper depending on whether p fixes the idempotents or exchanges them. 
Finally we observe that p commutes with L. 
Following ([IO]) we define an action of G in 2 by setting 
Y(V(~lW) 0 -.* 0 (%i,lW if x = x1 @ a*. @ xzi+r 
An easy calculation shows that this action satisfies the following: 
if x and y  are not both odd 
otherwise 
if x is even 
if x is odd 
for s, h E G 
(4) (P)‘ = (X”)S SEG, XEZ 
Since each t(s) is an s-similarity it follows that 3 is stable under the above 
action of G on 5 and we thus have an induced action of G on 6 which satisfies 
the images of (l)-(4). Since the action of G on 2 is homogeneous of degree 
zero, it follows that each of V, a+ C a is stable under the induced action 
(the composit I’+ 5 -+ 0. is injective). Moreover, (3) shows that s H “x ++ x*“, 
XEC:+, is a homomorphism such that the image of s is s-linear. It is well 
known, under these circumstances, that the complete set of G-fixed points 
in (5 is a k-algebra form (181 chap X). W e call this K-form the even Clifford 
algebra off and denote it by c+(f). Th‘ is is the algebra which Jacobson 
writes as 6+(2I, J) in [7]. Observe that by (4), the restriction of L to c+(f) 
is an involution in K+(f) which we again denote by L. By extending the base 
field we see that @Z+(f) is either simple or the (ideal) direct sum of two 
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central simple associative algebras (with involution). f (or (%, J)) is said to 
be of type Dt, if K+(f) is simple and of type Dt otherwise. It is easy to see 
thatf is of type DI if and only if each t(s) is proper ([7]). 
2.2 PROPOSITION 5. With the above notation, suppose that there is a minimal 
right ideal of C( fL) of th f e orm u(s: with u even, and which is stable under the 
above action of G. Then CS&( f  ) is the sum of two central simple ideals, one 
of which is split and the other has division algebra part A. 
Proof. Let us = ua, . Then a, is necessarily even and this shows that 
UC- is stable under G. It is easy to see that r&Z+, and u&:- are also stable 
under a+. It follows from this that u(X = UK+ @ UK- is the decomposition 
of ~(5 into half-spin spaces and we have observed that each of them is G-stable. 
M z UC n c+(f) is a vector space form of UC+ and one sees from the 
definitions involved that M is a K+( f )-module ( necessarily nontrivial) under 
the induced representation of 6+(f) on AX. By comparing the dimension 
of M with the possible dimensions of ideals in K+( f ), we see that the kernel 
of the associated representation is a proper ideal, say A, and %+( f  ) is therefore 
nonsimple. The above comparison also shows that 6+(f) s K End, M, so 
c+(f) c R @ End, M. This gives our first assertion and half the second. 
Consider UC;- as a vector space over k by restriction of scalars. By extending 
the base field, we see that under the induced representation of 6+(f) on 
UK:-, say V, that Z- 1 S is injective and that kernel (rr) is the ideal complementary 
to 9. Let 8 be the crossed product algebra (L/k, G, S) = (Zt(s)p, 1 p, EL) 
where pT, = TSps and t(s) t(h) = t(sh) S(s, h). By the second equation 
in (3) we may equip uQ- with the structure of a ?&module if we define 
UC * (Zt(s)p,) = Zip, . It is easy to see that si” is contained in the cen- 
tralizer of B in End, u&- and by comparing dimensionalities we conclude 
that $V is precisely this centralizer. This implies that the division algebra 
part of fi is isomorphic to A. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an invohtorial central division algebra over k, - an 
involution of type D in A/k, E an even dimensional right vector space over A, 
and g a nondegenerate -hermitian form on E of maximal Witt index. Then g 
is of type DI and the division algebra parts of the simple ideals of E+(g) are k 
and A.2 
Proof. Let W be a maximal totally isotropic subspace of E. By the 
(extension of) corollary to Proposition 2, W, is a (maximal) totally isotropic 
subspace of Y = (E/P)L (notation as in the preceding). It is known that the 
subalgebra of &(gL) generated by W, is isomorphic to the exterior algebra 
e This result has been obtained independently by both J. Tits ([9]) and D. C. van 
Drooge [IO]. 
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on W, ([6]). It is clear that W, is even dimensional and by Proposition 4, 
W, is invariant under each t(s). The definition of the action of G on a(gL), 
together with the above, shows that if we let u be the product of the elements 
in a basis for W, , then the right ideal UC is stable under the G-action. By 
([6]), this ideal is minimal, so we obtain our conclusions directly from the 
preceding proposition. Q.E.D. 
2.3 Throughout this section d/k, E, ‘?I and L 3 P 3 k will be as in the 
preceding, g will be a -hermitian form of maximal Witt index on E, andf 
will be an arbitrary nondegenerate -hermitian form on E with fL of maximal 
Witt index. We still assume that E is even dimensional over d, and we let K 
and J be the adjoint mappings associated with g and f  (gL and fL). 
We already know that the semilinear mappings t(s) are similarities with 
respect to each of fL and gL . Using the notation of Theorem 1, we take 
fLk.d = ii+, Y4 w h ere A is a K-symmetric invertible element of ‘$l 
with T-’ = ATKA-l, for all T E End, V. A quick calculation shows that the 
ratio of t(s) with respect to each of fL and gL is the same, and we let y(s) be 
this common value. 
Since fL and gL both have maximal Witt index, they are equivalent, and 
we let U be an equivalence between them *se fL(x, y) = gL(xU, y U). We 
conclude from this that UUK = d, and hence that (det U)z = det A E k*. 
It is obvious from the definition of the discriminant that det U E k if and 
only if d( f) = 1 (c.f. [4] Lemma 1). 
THEOREM 4. Let f  be a nondegenerate -hermitian form of type D on E, 
an even dimensional right vector space over the involutorial division algebra A/k. 
ThenfisoftypeD,ifandonlyifd(f) = 1.3 
Proof. We will use the notations preceding the statement of the theorem. 
U induces an isomorphism p between &( fL) and c(g=) which is defined by 
v (in V C a( fL>) -+ VU (in V C a(g,)). p is clearly homogeneous of 
degree 0, and thus maps &+( fL) onto K+(gL), and hence c( fL) onto c(gL). 
Let x, y be fl-orthogonal, then xU, yU are gl-orthogonal and we compute 
(XY>@ = AsY(wsN(Y UW). 
But UUK = A E 2l implies that ( U-lUS) = U, is gL orthogonal. Continuing 
the above computation we obtain 
(xyp = y(s)-‘(xt(s) U”)(yt(s) US) 
= r(s)-‘(W UUJ(yt(s) UU,) 
= (xy)w 
3 This is a generalization of a theorem of Jacobson (Jacobson [7]), and has also 
been obtained by J. Tits in [9] (together with Corollary 1). 
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where ps is the automorphism of K+(g=) arising from U, as in the second 
paragraph of Section 2.1. 
If  d(f) = 1, det U E k, and this implies that each U, is proper. Thus 
each ps leaves c(gL) pointwise fixed. By Theorem 3, (T+(g) is not simple, 
and we see by the preceding, that p induces an isomorphism between the 
center of 6+(f) and the center of 6+(g). This shows that K+(f) is not 
simple, and hence that f is of type D, . 
Conversely, if d( f ) f  1, then there is an s with U, improper. One easily 
sees from this that the center of K+(f) is a field, and thus f is of type D II. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. If f is of type D,, , then the center of c+(f) is the field 
W f Y2)- 
Proof. By the corollary to Theorem 2 we know that F = k(d( f ))lj2 CL 
and we let 5 = d(f) l12. It is clear from the above relations that U, is proper 
if and only if s E gal(L/F) = H C G, Write c( fL) = Le, + Le, . Then 
eis = ei i = 1, 2 for s E H and for s $ H, (er - e2)5 = -(e]. - e,). This 
shows that kl + &(e, - e,) is a 2-dimensional subspace of the center of 
6+( f ), hence is precisely the center. Our desired conclusion follows from 
the computation ({(el - e2))” = d(f ). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. In the notation of Theorem 2: iff is of type D,, then fp is 
of type D, for all maximal subfields P of A. 
Conjecture B. If  fp is to type DI for all (separable) maximal subfields 
PofA,thenfisoftypeDI. 
One could easily establish the above conjecture if the following were true: 
“Let A/k be a central (involutorial) associative division algebra with 
N(A) r# K2. Then n P2 = k2 where the intersection is taken over all (separable) 
maximal subfields of A.” 
The restriction in the hypothesis of the above statement is essential as 
is seen by examining the real quaternion division algebra. We also note that 
the above intersection is indeed in k since one can see that n P = k where 
the intersection runs over all maximal separable subfields of A. 
3.1 In this section k will be the real numbers and A will be the real quater- 
nion division algebra. A is the cyclic algebra (P/k, -l), P the complex 
numbers. As a linear space A has the form P @ TP where pT = Tp, p the 
conjugate ofp E P, and T2 = - 1. The mapping a + Tb w a + Tb = a + T6 
is an involution of type D in A/k (which is called standard in [4]), and we 
consider -hermitian forms. 
By considering A as a left vector space over the subfield P and taking the 
right regular representation of A, we obtain a realization of A as a k-subalgebra 
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of P, . Relative to this realization, we compute N(a + 2%) = ad + b6. 
Thus the generic norm on A is positive definite, and we see that the discrimi- 
nant of any -hermitian form is 1. Hence by theorem 4, we conclude that 
every -hermitian form in an even number of variables is of type DI . This 
also follows from 
PROPOSITION 6. Let E be a $nite dimensional right vector space over A, 
- the involution in A/k defined above, and let f be any nondegenerate -hermitian 
from on E. Then f has maximal Witt index. 
Proof. By ([4] Section 2.1) we may write f (x, y) = (x, y) + T(x, y)’ 
where (x, y) is fp and (x, y)’ = (x, yT-l). Let (xi ,..., x,) be an orthogonal 
basis for E/A. By the corollary to Proposition 3, fp 1 x,A/P is nondegenerate 
for i = l,..., n, and hence has maximal Witt index. In particular there is 
a zi in xiA with fp(.zi , .zi) = 0, xi f  0. By the above form off we see that 
f(xi , xi) = Tpi with p, E k* (since f(q) zi) is -symmetric). By scaling zi 
if necessary, we see that we may take f (q , q) = ( -l)i. Q.E.D. 
4.1 Let us return for a moment to the proof of Theorem 4, and introduce 
the notation which appears there. We define a new action of G on K+(gL) 
by setting x@(@ = xs’il. It follows from the previous computations that 
a+( f ) is isomorphic to the algebra of all G-fixed points of c+(gL) under this 
new action. If  f is of type D, , then each pyl is inner, and we assume it to be 
the form x tt U(S)-rxu(s), where as in ([4] Lemma 3.1), we may additionally 
assume that p;lh . is the automorphism induced in c+(g,) via conjugation by 
u(S)h, for s, h E G. We then see that u(s) u(h) = u(sh) {(s, h) where 
(s, h) ++ <(s, h) is a 2-cocycle of G in the group of units of c(gL). The co- 
homology class of this 2-cocycle is the invariant off which was introduced 
in ([4] Section 3.2). I f  we compute the cohomology class of a+( f ), as a 
separable associative algebra, as in [3], then it follows from the above and 
then form of the results in the proof of the last theorem, that this class is the 
product of the above cohomology class and the class corresponding to 6+(g). 
From the known structure of a+(g), we may assume that its class 
(in HZ(G, Lx x L*)) is that of the 2-cocycle (s, h) w (1, S(s, h)), where as 
before 6 is the 2-cocycle associated with A. If  we write 5 = (5, , cs), then the 
above implies that the division algebra parts of the simple ideals of C+( f ) 
correspond to the 2-cocycles (of G in L*) I& and {.$. However by [7], the 
product S(&)({,S) is a coboundary. Hence we may also assume that & = & , 
i.e., that the cohomology class associated to f as indicated above (and in [4]) 
corresponds to an involutorial central simple associative algebra over k. It 
would be interesting to determine this algebra and its signifigance explicitly. 
In one known non-trivial case we can give an indirect determination of 
this algebra. In general one has an additive gradation on a+( fL) ([7]) where 
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the subspace a$,( fL) is spanned by all products of pairs of distinct orthogonal 
vectors in V. One can see ([S] Theorem 7, p. 231, c.f. also the definition of T 
in the proof of Proposition 2) that this subspace is a Lie algebra (under 
associative commutation) and more importantly, that it is isomorphic to 
the Lie algebra for all fA-skew endomorphisms of V. We have remarked 
earlier that the action of G on E(fL) ’ h is omogeneous of degree zero and it 
is shown in [7] that with respect to the additive gradation of QZ+(f-), that 
it is also homogeneous of degree zero. We let E&,( f ) be the fixed subspace 
of 6G1( fL) under G and we observe that this subspace is a Lie algebra. One 
easily checks that the above isomorphism between the Lie algebra of fl-skew 
endomorphisms of V and K&1( fL) (as L ie algebra) is a G-morphism and 
hence induces an isomorphism between @l, J) and K;i,( f ) (as Lie algebra). 
When f is of type D, , we may compose the above isomorphism with the 
projections Ei( f ) + &+(f) i = I,2 to obtain the monomorphisms 
s(?l, J) --f s&+( f ), L). In the case where (‘%, /) is of type DbI it follows 
that these monomorphisms are isomorphisms and that (Ql, J), (&+( f ), L), 
and (QZs+( f , L) are among the simple components of the k-enveloping algebra 
of #I, J) ([Z]). It is not clear that these are precisely the simple factors but 
in the case where the algebras have distinct division algebra parts, it follows 
that they are the simple factors. 
Now let L/k be a cyclic sixth degree extension with F/k the unique cubic 
subextension. Suppose that there is a 6 E F* where NFIk(S) = 1 and 
6 4 N&L*) (this situation exists over finite algebraic number fields). 
Let s be a generator for gal(L/k) and let d be the quatemion algebra 
(L/F, gal(L/F), 8). Let f be the -hermitian form (- the analogue of the 
involution introduced in Section 3.1) in four variables with diagonalization 
diag{T&, T$, T+, T@P2}. It has been shown in [S] that f is of type D,, and 
that the division algebra parts of the simple ideals of the enveloping algebra 
of s(%, /) (which is of type DdI) are the cyclic algebras corresponding to 6, 
88, and P” EF*. It follows from this and the preceding that the division 
algebra parts of the simple ideals of c+(f) are the cyclic algebras corre- 
sponding to 6” and 6”“. As in Section 3.1 we compute d( f ) = (@)4(8s2)2, and 
thus 14 f )I 1’2 = -&Y* modulo F*2. We are thus led to. 
Conjecture C. Let d be a cyclic division algebra. Then the algebra 
corresponding to 5 is the cyclic algebra determined by -J-[d(f )I”“. 
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